
 

 

The Minds Behind the Decisions 

John Hansen and Steve Cohen are the minds behind the Jersey Juggernauts. 

This is their 1998 Analysis Draft team and the reasoning for the selections made. 

 

QB: Brunell RJohnson 

RB: TAllen Bennett  Avery JMoore  

WR: Freeman JSmith Glenn 

WR: Carruth Proehl CSanders 

TE: Brunner Clark 

PK: Del Gerco Boniol 

Pick Player NFL Analysis 

2.01 WR 

Antonio 

Freeman  

Sorry if this gets a little long... 

It's funny that I would be in this situation in this draft because I wrote an article back 

in February that spoke directly to this exact draft dilemma. Since the purpose of this 

whole site if for you, the fantasy fan, to pick our collective brains, I thought I'd 

inlcude a segment of that article before the analysis of my pick. 

LINK TO "Running Out of Backs" ARTICLE 

To me, Antonio Freeman is the best player available--albeit almost by default. 

Freemam was awful in September last year and still had a tremendous season, 

outdoing his counterpart Robert Brooks. With another QB, his early funk may have 

been too much to overcome but with Brett Favre, it seemed effortless. And although 

I believe Brooks will improve upon his somewhat disappointing season, Freeman is 

still clearly the better fantasy option. 

Assuming the Packers don't lock him into a long-term contract, Freeman will be 

playing for a HUGE payday (much like my buddy Dorsey Levens was last year) at 

season's end. The bottom line is Freeman was the most explosive player left on the 
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board and we like explosive. 

2.12 QB Mark 

Brunell 
 

Last year I thought Brunell was going to be overvalued. This year I think he'll be 

undervalued--but I had to take him (perhaps a little early here) because I like him so 

much. 

I consider the '97 season a borderline throw away season for Brunell. He had the 

preseason injury and, by the time he got his act together, the Jag running game was 

pretty pathetic and their offense was never completely in sych. 

In their third full season together, the trio of Brunell, Jimmy Smith and Keenon 

McCardell should be ready to break out in a big way and I truly believe the passing 

touchdowns will finally come for Brunell this year and he'll have the type of year 

everyone thought he would have last year. In addition, the Jags have finally found 

their explosive TE in the form of Damon Jones, who, if he can keep his head on 

straight, should be a serious force. 

I considered Jeff George in this spot but after watching his Raiders get shut out in 

week 15 last year (while I started him in the FanEx playoffs), I figured it would be 

best to grab a guy on a team that will be fighting for its playoff life the last few 

weeks of the season. 

3.12 RB Terry 

Allen 
 

Despite the risk Allen presents as an aging back coming off an ugly year, he's 

certainly worthy of my selection here as the 16th back taken. 

The Redskin passing game is coming off yet another mediocre year. And as long as 

Gus Frerotte and Michael Westbrook continue to underachieve, Norv Turner and the 

Redskins will have to turn to Allen to carry the load. And behind one of the better 

offensive lines in the league, there's no reason to believe he won't--if of course he 

stays healthy. 

Essentially, the Allen pick is a risk that needed to be taken. 

4.01 WR 

Jimmy 

Smith  

For those of you who think I should have used this pick on a running back, let me 

say that I still think there are plenty of good players available and I'm sure I'll land 

an impact player when I pick next in like 3-4 days. And each one of those available 

back present a level of risk I'm not willing to take on---especially after just drafting 

Terry Allen. I'm also not going to succumb to the RB shortage of '98 by taking a 

back just for the sake of taking one. Instead, I'm attempting to dominate the wide 

receiver position.  

 

With all that said, I think Smith has the highest upside of all the receivers available. I 

also have Brunell and the two could easily be the most devastating QB/WR combo 

in the league this year. 

 

Last year Smith caught 82 balls 1324 yards and 4 TD's and for two-thirds of the 

season, he was invisible. No, let me re-phrase that: He killed his fantasy owners. He 

suffered because Mark Brunell was not 100% and he struggled because the Jag 

running game was less than stellar. Those two things should change for the better 

this year and if they do, Smith will be an absolute monster. 

Some other reasons for the pick: 

* I like the guy 

* Tom Coughlin's players play hard for him 

* I see a lot of shoot-outs in the AFC Central again this year 



5.11 RB 

Donnell 

Bennett 

.

 

I now have a personal vendetta against Terry Cannon. 

After waiting 8 days for a player I coveted and almost took with the first pick in the 

fourth round, Cannon slips in and trades for the spot above mine and grabs Errict 

Rhett. 

The good news, Terry, is that you've drafted a player who'll be better than many of 

the backs taken before him. The bad news is my players will be trying extra hard 

when our teams meet this year. And I won't forget this in future years. 

Now on to my pick.... With Marcus Allen and Greg Hill out of the picture, someone 

has got to run the ball for the Chiefs. And with the free agent pickings so slim, the 

odds are great that the Chiefs will find their primary ball carrier in-house.And there's 

only one guy worthy of the job. 

The Chiefs are perfectly happy going into camp with Bennett pegged as their starter. 

In fact, they're pretty excited about seeing what the big man can do. 

According to new offensive coordinator (and former RB coach) Jimmy Raye, 

Bennett was well on his way toward becoming one of the best backs in the league 

before suffering an injury two years ago. Last year, Bennett was so effective using 

"Big Tiger" (a one back, two tight end set used mostly in eat-out-the-clock 

situations), that the Chiefs began using it throughout their games and with great 

success. Now he gets his chance to show what he can do over a 16-game season. 

Bennett's a big back (Marty loves the big backs) who's been used mainly as inside 

runner. But he's lost 15lbs this spring and should be able to turn the corner once in a 

while to keep defenses honest. And lord knows, he'll have enough support in the 

form of a terrific Chief offensive line and potent passing game --not to mention a 

dominating defense that will afford him many leads to protect. 

The Chiefs are always near the top in terms of running the football. And with that 

said, there's no reason to think that Bennett won't top 1000 yards and approach 

double-digit TD's. 

6.01 WR Terry 

Glenn 

.

 

Since my RB's may not strike fear in the hearts of my opponents, I've decided to go 

for the gusto in my efforts to dominate the league at the WR position. And if the 

painfully brittle Glenn can stay relatively healthy, I believe I will. I thought long and 

hard about taking another running back here and almost took Fred Taylor..but I just 

couldn't bear having three Jaguars after six picks. I also considered Jamal Anderson. 

If NE's Robert Edwards were available here I would have taken him because I think 

that highly of him--despite his injury-proneness. At WR, I considered Terrell Owens 

(I just don't see him as a great play maker), Johnnie Morton (a personal favorite who 

did well fo me last year) and Keyshawn Johnson. The Morton/Glenn Decision was 

tough but I gave Glenn the advantage because he's his team's #1 guy and he has 

Bledsoe as opposed to Morton's Mitchell. 

The Patriots know they need Glenn to stay healthy in order to truly challenge for a 

Super Bowl berth again. And with that in mind, they initiated an intense offseason 

workout program for him. Hopefully, that will pay off. 

Essentially, I'm banking on my two RB selections to stay healthy and Glenn to do 

the same. If they do, I'll be in real good shape--although I must admit I'm not 

extremely happy with the way the draft is unfolding for me. But it's rare when a draft 



goes exactly how you want it to go so you've got to roll with the punches (I swear, 

no more cliches). 

So that's about it. Glenn is a talented guy who's capable of leading the AFC in 

receiving so I thought he's worth the risk as the 18th or 19th wide receiver taken and 

as my #3 WR in the sixth round. 

7.12 RB John 

Avery 
 

With three quality wide receivers in the fold, the Jugs feel the need to add depth to 

their thin RB corps. Avery adds depth as well as a tremendous upside potential. 

Much like Warrick Dunn before him, Avery was drafted (despite his diminutive 

frame) because of his blazing speed and ability to make big plays. And like Dunn, 

Avery has a good chance to be more than a change-of-pace back. In fact, when 

comparing Abdul Jabaar (I believe that's his new name) to Mike Alstott, Avery may 

have a better opportunity than Dunn had going into his rookie season to be an every-

down back. 

After seeing him in the rookie minicamp, the Dolphin coaching staff is convinced he 

can be special--and they'll be pushing hard for him to get a lot of carries. At the very 

least, Avery should touch the ball 20 times a game between returns, runs, and 

receptions. 

The bottom line is that, despite many needs at other positions, the Dolphins used 

their first pick in the draft on Avery so this guy is going to play. And as the 31st 

back taken, he's one hell of a value pick. 

8.01 TE Mark 

Bruener 

.

 

With Yancey Thigpen out of the mix, Charles Johnson continuing to be a significant 

injury risk, and youngsters Will Blackwell and Hines Ward too wet behind the ears 

to be expected to make a major impact, the Steelers and QB Kordell Stewart will 

lean on Bruener to pick up some slack. And if last year was any indication, we think 

he’s up to the task. 

Incredibly, this former #1 pick hauled in 6 TD passes on only 18 receptions last year. 

At that pace, a 60-reception year would have net Bruener 20 TD receptions. 

Obviously we don’t expect 60 receptions. But with the explosive Stewart on the 

field, Bruener (who is expected to become a lot more involved in the passing game 

this year) could make a big splash in ’98. It should also be noted that the Steeler 

secondary could be a major weakness, thus forcing Stewart to throw to and depend 

even more on Bruener 

9.12 WR Rae 

Carruth 

.

 

Despite a terrible situation at the QB position last year—not to mention the fact that 

he was still learning to play at the pro level in his rookie year—Carruth posted solid 

numbers with 44 catches and 4 TD’s. Now, a year older and wiser, Carruth should 

be poised to take his game to the next level and qualify as a top-25 fantasy receiver. 

With new offensive coordinator Gil Haskell implementing a west coast type offense, 

the Panther passing game will open up and be a much more exciting attack. And 

who better to be the teams’ game-breaker than Carruth? 

While working out in the spring minicamps Kerry Collins (who knows this season 

will either make or break year his career) reported with a great attitude and was 

extremely successful throwing the ball deep—specifically to Carruth, who was 

clearly the star of the team’s May minicamps. And if these early workouts are any 

indication of the performance of these two players, the Panther passing game may 



actually scare some teams this year. 

By landing four legitimate #1 WR’s, we feel the chances of our having dominating 

WR corps are good. 

10.01 QB Rob 

Johnson 

.

 

With our starting lineup basically set, the Juggs felt the need to grab one of the few 

remaining QB’s who has the potential to out-produce a few signal callers drafted 

ahead of him as projected starters. 

After waiting patiently on the bench behind Mark Brunell the last two years, 

Johnson finally got his chance early last year—and he certainly made the most of it, 

completing 20 of 24 passes for 290 yards and 2 TD’s in week one. 

Now we’re not thinking that based on one great game Johnson is going to be a stud 

QB. Instead, we’re looking at his good size (6’3”), great arm, and running ability. 

We’re also considering the way he dazzled the Bill coaching staff in the May 

minicamps with his strong and accurate arm and the fact that he appeared so 

comfortable in the Bill offense that he impressed the Bill WR’s to the point where 

they were almost giddy. 

We get the feeling that Johnson will be the type of QB who will occasionally post 

big numbers this year and, in case our starter Mark Brunell goes down, will end the 

season with solid numbers despite the fact that he may need another year or two to 

fully blossom. 

11.12 PK Al Del 

Greco 

.

 

Even though he had a somewhat disappointing season last year (due mostly to a 

lethargic Oiler offense), Del Greco has arguably been the league's most consistent 

kicker over the last three years. Now, with drastic improvements to Oiler offense 

imminent, Del Greco's chances should increase considerably--and he has a 

legitimate chance to league the NFL in scoring. 

I don't particularly like to draft kickers this early but with the talent pool so thin, we 

feel it wise to use our pick here on a player who will be inserted in our "lineup" 

rather than take a chance on a darkhorse at another position who will probably never 

make an impact for our team. We also like the idea of having a player who could 

very easily win us the FanEx placekicker category. 

12.01 RB Jerold 

Moore 

.

 

Moore has an excellent chance to be the starter and an even better chance to be the 

goal line back for St. Louis. Last year Moore showed that when given the chance, he 

can produce. He was the classic tweener (Fullback/Halfback) coming out of college 

and he proved that halfback suits him better in the pros. We also think that the Rams 

offensive line will improve especially in run blocking situations. 

13.12 TE Greg 

Clark 

.

 

Recruited by Bill Walsh at Stanford, the west-coast-offense-savvy Clark was drafted 

last year by the 49ers as the heir-apparent to Brent Jones. And now that Jones has 

retired, the time is now for Clark to proof that his excellent training camp and solid 

fill-in play last year were an indicator of things to come. 

The 49ers did sign the ever-brittle Irv Smith (who worked out like an animal last 

offseason in the hopes of staying healthy only to put in another injury-plagued 

season) to compete with Clark. But Clark is worlds ahead of Smith in his knowledge 

of the offense--plus the added depth at TE may just be an indicator of Steve 

Mariucchi's plans on using the TE's often. 

Regardless, we see Clark being the better of the two and finishing the season with 4-

6 TD receptions. 



14.01 WR Ricky 

Proehl 

.

 

With their frequent use of three wide receivers, the #3 WR on the Rams 

should be a solid producer. And, considering the Rams signed Proehl to a hefty 

contract, they may have eyes for him to be the #2 guy opposite Isaac 

Bruce. 

The Rams tried to bring in a capable #3 guy last year in the form of Torrance Small. 

But unlike Small last year, Proehl is coming off a pretty incredible season that saw 

him grab 58 passes for 753 yards and 7 TD's--all in limited duty the first half of the 

season. 

Regardless of whether or not Proehl beats Eddie Kennison out for the #2 job, the 

chances of his outproducing the underachieving Kennison are good and we see 

another 5-7 TD receptions in Proehl's future. 

15.12 PK Chris 

Boniol 

.

 

With a nice combination of youth and experience, the Eagles should be a more 

consistent football team in ’98. And with the two-headed monster of Ty Detmer and 

Rodney Peete pretty much out of the loop, the Eagles should move the ball a little 

better thus giving Boniol more chances this year. Playing in Veteran’s stadium won’t 

win Boniol any scoring titles anytime soon. But he’s still one of the league’s most 

accurate kickers from within the 40 and not a bad choice as a backup fantasy kicker. 

16.01 WR Chris 

Sanders 

.

 

Sure, Chris Sanders has been a huge disappointment the last two years. Sure, 

Sanders has not been able to handles physical coverage and has been content on 

simply being a decoy. But, are Kevin Dyson, Joey Kent, or Derrick Mason ready to 

step in and play alongside Yancey Thigpen? We don’t necessarily think so.  

Dyson had only two 100-yard games and three TD’s against some pretty weak CB’s 

in the WAC last year so it's hard to envision his making a major impact against NFL 

corners As for Kent, he had like four more catches than I did last year—although he 

does look vastly improved this year. Mason will probably be relegated to the return 

game.  

Sanders does have some ability—he scored 9 times as a rookie in ’95—and we think 

he may surprise some people with 5-6 TD’s this year. At the very least, he’s worth a 

flyer as the 843rd (or something like that) WR taken.  
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